[Stomach cancer in patients with systemic non-differentiated connective tissue dysplasia].
The study was designed as a comparative analysis of clinical and anamnestic data and results of morphological studies of surgically obtained tissues from 61 patients with stomach cancer (SC) aged 29-78 yr with (group 1) and without (group 2) signs of connective tissue dysplasia (CTD). The groups had an identical structure of SC hystological types, but in group 1 the tumours were localized mainly in the stomach body (60.6%, p < 0.05) and in group 2 in the cardia (32.1%, p < 0.05). In group 1, SC was more frequently associated with chronic (sometimes multiple) ulcers outside the tumor (18.2 compared with 7.1% in group 2). Comparative analysis revealed the following features of SC in patients with CTD: predominance of stigmatization signs in the urogenital system (57.6%) and gastrointestinal tract (42.4%), cyst formation in different organs (75.8%) especially in kidneys (48.5%), high frequency of gastric problems in medical history (chronic gastritis, ulcer disease) (72.7 and 35.7% in groups 1 and 2 respectively, p < 0.05) and concomitant pathology of urogenital system (42.4%, p < 0.05). These peculiarities may be used as the marker for the inclusion of patients in the risk group for SC. Taking into account plastic, morphogenetic, and protective functions of connective tissue under physiological conditions, the above epithelial-stromal relationships and peculiarities of reparative processes in gastric mucosa one can not exclude effect of CTD on gastric cancerogenesis. This implies the necessity of further studies.